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n   Recycled plastic is an ideal product from which street furniture can be 

manufactured. Created from waste plastic material, it is an excellent alternative to 

wood, metal and concrete. It can be tailored to suit the application and location 

of the finished product, allowing the furniture to seamlessly blend into the 

environment.

n   The material is maintenance free as it is non-porous and, therefore, not subject 

to rot, algae or fungal growth. This makes it suitable for use in very wet or damp 

conditions. Furthermore, as Mplas is manufactured using an extrusion process, 

it is free from cracking and splintering and, therefore, improves safety in public 

areas.

n   High strength and robust construction means all furniture is of high vandal 

resistance. The products also have no scrap value, reducing the opportunity for 

theft. Mplas has an easy-to-wipe surface, removing paint and marker pen easily 

without damaging the product, as it is resistant to most chemicals.

Recycled Plastic Seating
Mplas NEW!

n   As plastic is less susceptible to degradation over time, the furniture has an 

extended product lifetime with cost benefits over traditional solutions. The 

furniture will not leach any chemicals and can also be fully recycled at the end of 

its operational life.

n   All products are supplied fully assembled and can be root fixed to either soft or 

hard surfaces; once bolted in the ground, they will be ready for use.

MPLAS SEAT MPLAS BENCH

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial

SEAT21 Benches Q50 220 
Seats Q50 225 

Product
Description

Overall  
Length (mm)

Seat Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Total  Height  
(mm)

Colour

Moulded Seat 1800 460 375 800 Brown

Moulded Backless Bench 1800 460 420 460 Brown
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Recycled Plastic Picnic Table
Mplas NEW!

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial

SEAT21 Benches Q50 220 
Seats Q50 225 
Tables Q50 230

MPLAS WHEELCHAIR ACCESS PICNIC TABLE

MPLAS PICNIC TABLE

n   Part of the same recycled plastic range, the Mplas picnic tables have the same 

properties as the seat and the bench, creating a coordinated outdoors seating 

range made of recycled plastic. 

 n   The tables are fully weather resistant and will not rot or splinter. They do not 

absorb humidity, which means that they avoid fungus or mould growth in 

between the slats and can be easily wiped clean, making them ideal for use 

outdoors all year round. 

n   The range is also available with a wheelchair access option. This table has an ideal 

height for wheelchair users and can be placed in all areas, commercial and public.

Product
Description

Height  
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Seat Height
(mm)

Seat Width  
(mm)

Overall Length
(mm)

Overall Width
(mm)

Colour

Picnic Table 780 650 460 240 1550 1420 Brown

Wheelchair Access 780 650 460 240 1550 1480 Brown


